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FOREWORD

MCF is primarily funded by MMICT, a trust established by the late LC

Masterman. As an educationalist and concerned advocate for Aboriginal

reconciliation, he saw a reformed education as the way forward to improved

life chances. He thought that a Montessori culturally -sensitive approach could

bring this vital reform to Aboriginal education, where indigenous children would

no longer feel shamed, alienated or disadvantaged.

MCF was established to carry out his vision.

VISION, MISSION AND VALUES

Our Vision
One day, all indigenous children will have the opportunity to claim their rightful place

in society.

Our Mission
To enhance the dignity and quality of life for indigenous children by inspiring families

to provide an ethical framework and a trusted environment that fosters

independence, self-reliance and a love of learning and exploring.

Our Core Values
⚫ Strengths based

⚫ Culturally appropriate

⚫ Sustainable

⚫ Montessori philosophy

⚫ Access for all



GOALS

6 GOALS TO IMPROVE OUTCOMES FOR 

INDIGENOUS CHILDREN
This Plan sets out the priorities for MCF for the five years, 2020-

2025. It is the strategy that MCF will use to guide resources, 

campaigns, programs and fundraising, and how we operate as a 

charity.

It is the agenda for MCF to deploy a host of resources, from within 

which communities and partner organisations will choose the 

programs and deployment methods that will enable them to 

achieve the most impact in their specific communities and 

contexts.

The goals identified as best guiding the organisation toward the 

organisation’s Vision and Mission are:

1)Developing world class and sustainable programs

2)Serving remote communities

3)Training facilitators to deliver programs

4)Assisting indigenous children and their families

5)Bringing the cost of services down to affordable levels

6)Raising funds to develop and deliver services



The Masterman Montessori Indigenous
Children’s Trust was started by the late Leslie
Charles Masterman as a way for him to positively
influence the outcomes for indigenous children in
the cape.

After he passed it was decided that a pilot should
be run to determine the practicability of running a
Montessori program for indigenous kids.

The very first project to be funded by MMICT was
the Dancing Brolgas pilot project on the grounds
of Cairns West which was run by Ardyn
Masterman. The pilot was run as per the wishes
of LCM as had been discussed by Ardyn and
LCM in the years prior - a Montessori program to
be run by the trust with an eventual aim of
establishing a school or training centre.

Over the past 15 years the trust has supported a
number of initiatives by partner organisations that
have operated in the Montessori indigenous
education space but has never run a program
under the MCF flag since the pilot program.

SNAPSHOT



After 15 years MCF is finally heading in the right
direction, and whilst the challenge of COVID, the
stresses of running a business and the barriers to
starting and successfully rolling out a program for
indigenous families remain, 2020 has finally set
MCF on a path toward creating a deeply
impactful program with the capacity to scale and
become a model for future programs.

In the past year MCF has turned its operations
toward the execution of the original aim LCM had
in establishing the trust - to run its own programs,
to use the Montessori method to improve the
outcomes for indigenous children and their
families, and to build and maintain the financial
capacity to support the trust into perpetuity.

To that end MCF has invested into the
development of its own program, Raising Kids
Right and has transformed the capital base from
investment in securities to a bricks and mortar
business.

The Raising Kids Right program is a supported
playgroup parenting program that is based on the
Montessori philosophy, a 3a approach and uses
the Circle of Security attachment theory to help
manage family dynamics. The first pilot is slated
to kick off in the second term of 2021.

SNAPSHOT
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